Program analysis based on abstract interpretation has proven very useful in compilation of constraint and logic programminglanguages. Unfortunately, the traditional goal-dependent framework is inherently imprecise. This is because they handle call and return in such a way that data ow information may be re-asserted unnecessarily, leading to a loss of precision for many description domains. For a few speci c domains, the literature contains proposals to overcome the problem, and some implementations use various unpublished tricks that sometimes avoid the precision loss.
INTRODUCTION
Abstract interpretation based program analysis has proven very useful in compilation of logic programming languages. Several compilers have demonstrated that global program analysis can give large performance improvement for the sequential compilation of Prolog (see for example 21, 22] ) and signi cantly improve automatic parallelisation (see for example 2]). Recently, Kelly et al. 14] have shown that global program analysis is also important for constraint logic programming (CLP) languages. Initial theoretical research in abstract interpretation of logic programs has resulted in several generic \frameworks" for logic programming. These formal frameworks are very similar, and can be instantiated to a particular analysis by giving several parametric functions over the description domain. We refer to these frameworks jointly as the goal-dependent traditional approach.
The traditional goal-dependent frameworks 1, 13, 16] share the same \abstract execution" mechanism. The output of the analysis is a program annotated with the information obtained at each program point. Processing mimics normal execution of programs to a certain extent. The basic idea is to process a call to a predicate as follows. First, the current constraint description is restricted to the variables in the calling atom and the call is evaluated with this restricted description as input description. The answer to the call is obtained by processing the literals in the atom's de nition with the input description. However, on return from the call, the answer to the call is combined with the original unrestricted description so as to give information about all of the variables. This combination is necessary because of the restriction that was performed at the call. We shall see an example shortly.
In its most straightforward de nition, the combination of descriptions approximates conjunction of arbitrary constraints. However, many analysers implement a specialised combination which is more accurate and/or e cient, but more complex, than arbitrary conjunction. This specialised combination is based on the observation that the answers already contain all the information about the variables in the analysed atom, and the role of the combination is just to extend this information to the rest of variables in the call.
From an e ciency point of view, the above traditional frameworks su er the drawback that the answers to an atom can be computed several times, each corresponding to a di erent call pattern. This re-computation can increase the accuracy but also reduce the e ciency of the analysis. For this reason, Jacobs and Langen 11] proposed a goal-independent method which avoids the problem. Their method (referred to as condensing) is based on the observation that given an answer D to an atom A with current constraint true, an answer to A with current constraint D 0 can be computed simply by conjoining D and D 0 . The advantage is that we only need to compute the answers to each atom in the program for one calling pattern, namely the most general one. The answers to other calling patterns can be obtained from this by conjunction. The disadvantage is that we now need two phases in the analysis: a rst phase to compute the most general answers to each atom, and a second, goal-dependent, phase which uses this information to annotate the program for a given goal.
It has long been part of the program analysis folklore that goal-independent analyses are more e cient but less accurate than goal-dependent analyses. So when Jacobs and Langen 11] proposed their method, they focussed on de ning the characteristics that the abstract domain operations should satisfy in order not to lose accuracy. Some empirical evaluations have been conducted to test the relative e ciency and accuracy of di erent domains, see for example Codish et al. 3] .
We show, however, that in general the two approaches are incomparable with respect to accuracy, and in a certain sense, the traditional goal-dependent framework is inherently less precise than the two-phase goal-independent based approach. This is because in the goal-dependent framework, in e ect, the original information about the call variables has been added twice| rst in the call to the atom, and then again when the answer is combined with the original call. For many description domains (including the concrete domain) this leads to a loss of information because the domains are not \idempotent": adding the same information twice leads to a di erent and less precise result. To appreciate the problem, consider the well-known`append' program:
app(X; Y; Z) X = nil; Y = Z app(X; Y; Z) X = cons(U; X 0 ); Z = cons(U; Z 0 ); app(X 0 ; Y; Z 0 ) and the goal X = cons(A; cons(B; nil)); 1 X = Y; 2 app(X; Y; Z) 3 which concatenates the list A; B] with itself. Imagine that we are analysing this program and goal with descriptions which capture information about \structure sharing" in the solved form of the constraints. Descriptions are sets of variable pairs where a variable pair XY indicates that, in the solved form, variables X and Y may be bound to terms which share variables. A pair of the form XX has a special meaning, namely that the variable X may be bound to a non-linear term, that is, one in which some variable occurs more than once. Similar descriptions are commonly used in analyses for compile-time garbage collection and for determining independence of atoms when parallelising logic programs.
Let us sketch the analysis of app|the details will be made clear later. When analysing the goal, at the program point 1 we have the description fXA; XBg, indicating that X possibly \shares" with A and also with B, but A and B do not share.
After adding constraint X = Y , at program point 2 , we have fXA; XB; Y A; Y B; XY g.
Restricting this to the variables that occur in the call to app, we have the description fXY g. The call app is evaluated with this description and gives the description fXY; XZ; Y Z; XX; Y Y; ZZg as its answer. Notice that we need to include the possibility that some variable has become non-linear. In the traditional goal-dependent framework, this answer is combined with the original call fXA; XB; Y A; Y B; XY g.
This gives rise to the imprecise information that A and B possibly share after the call to app. Of course, in reality A and B do not share. This lack of precision occurs because, in e ect, the description fXY g (due to the constraint X = Y ) has been added twice, once before the call to app and then again on return from app. Given that the goal-independent and goal-dependent approaches are incomparable, it is natural to wish to combine the accuracy of the two approaches. That is the goal of this paper. A partial solution for the case of sharing analysis is given by Mulkers with her \twofold sharing domain " 18] . In Mulkers's approach data ow information is kept in two parts|a description of the call and a description of the new constraints which have been added while processing the atom. Using this approach, analysis of the above example will give the more precise information that A and B de nitely do not share. This idea is also used by Dumortier 6, 7] . Our aim is to formalise and develop this and allied approaches as general methods.
Let us call the Mulkers approach the simple di erential approach. We show that the simple di erential approach is equivalent to the goal-independent analysis in terms of annotated information. This follows from the fact that the component of the description which keeps track of the new constraints exactly mimics a goalindependent analysis, while the input component mimics the annotation phase. In this sense, the advantages of the simple di erential approach are that it performs the analysis and annotation in a single phase, and that the traditional generic frameworks do not have to be modi ed, the approach being implemented simply as yet another description domain (a product domain). We then prove that for some particular description domains, the simple di erential approach is at least as accurate as the traditional frameworks, uniformly. This result enlarges the number of description domains amenable to the technique of Jacobs and Langen. However, as in the case of goal-independent based analysis, for some other domains the two approaches are incomparable with respect to accuracy. Furthermore, the e ciency associated to the goal-independent based approaches disappears since, again, the answers to an atom are being re-computed for each particular call.
For these reasons we also introduce a highly versatile approach, referred to as the di erential approach, which combines all the approaches mentioned above. In its ultimate form it is as least as accurate as any of the other approaches, uniformly. Figure 1 .1 summarises the relative accuracy of the various semantics de ned throughout the paper. An arrow s 1 s 2 indicates that s 1 is more precise than s 2 , while double lines indicate equalities. Where the relationships are conditional on the abstract domain satisfying the conditions of some theorem, the theorem number is given in parentheses next to the arc. The reader is urged to refer back to this gure occasionally to put results in context. We have implemented all the methods discussed here, and we provide an empirical evaluation of them, for two analysis domains: the structure sharing domain used above and the ASub domain 20] which describes pairwise variable sharing. Our results show that di erential methods can provide signi cantly more accurate anal-yses for a small extra implementation e ort, without signi cantly compromising the e ciency of analysis, and sometimes improving it.
The plan of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces terminology and the goals of program analysis based on abstract interpretation. Section 3 considers two variants of so-called goal-dependent analysis while Sections 4 and 5 deal with methods based on so-called goal-independent analysis. Sections 6 and 7 discuss various di erential approaches. Section 8 gives results of the empirical evaluation, both concerning e ciency and accuracy. Section 10 contains a concluding discussion.
BACKGROUND
In this section we revise the usual operational semantics of constraint logic programs, the basic theory of abstract interpretation, and the goals of program analysis.
A (constraint logic) program is a nite set of rules of the form H B, where the head, H, is an atom and the body, B, is a sequence of literals. A goal is a (possibly empty) sequence of literals. Literals are divided into two classes: the primitive constraints, Prim, and the programmer-de ned atoms, Atom. Primitive constraints are prede ned in the sense that they have an intended meaning or interpretation which, for e ciency, is built into the solver for the language. We will typically use Horn clause programs in examples, and in this case, a primitive constraint is a term equation of the form x = t where x is a variable and t a term. For simplicity we require atoms and terms to be of the form p(x 1 ; ::; x n ) and either x 1 or f(x 1 ; ::; x n ), respectively, where the x i are distinct variables. Unless otherwise stated, we will assume that the programs are pure, that is, they do not contain calls to non-logical built-ins such as var.
A constraint is a (possibly existentially quanti ed) conjunction of primitive constraints. We will usually consider constraints modulo logical equivalence. We let Con denote the set of all constraints. We let 9 S e denote the constraint e restricted to the variables in S. That is, 9 S e is 9V 1 9V 2 :::9V n e where fV 1 ; V 2 ; :::; V n g = vars(e) n vars(S) and the function vars takes a syntactic object and returns the set of (free) variables occurring in it.
A renaming, , is a bijection between variables. We let ?1 denote the inverse of . We naturally extend renamings to mappings between atoms, rules, and constraints. We also allow renamings to distribute over sets and tuples. Thus we may write (X) for the set f (x) j x 2 Xg and hx 1 ; : : :; x n i for h (x 1 ); : : :; (x n )i when convenient. The set of renamings is denoted by Ren. Syntactic objects s and s 0 are said to be variants if there is a renaming such that (s) = s 0 . If s and s 0 are variants, rename(s; s 0 ) returns a renaming such that (s) = s 0 . The de nition of an atom A in program P, defn P (A), is the set of rules in P such that each has a variant of A as its head.
The operational semantics of a constraint logic program is in terms of answers to its derivations which are reduction sequences of states where a state is a tuple consisting of the current constraint and the current literal sequence, or \goal". The operational semantics, op(P; G), gives the set of answers to goal G for program P. The reader is referred to Ja ar and Maher 12] for more details.
Data ow analysis is the process of statically (at compile-time) inferring information about the properties of the variables and data structures in a program.
The purpose of this process is to provide information which improves the task performed by compilers, program transformation tools, etc. The key idea behind abstract interpretation based data ow analysis is that operations and data items in the concrete execution of the goal are mimicked by abstract operations and descriptions of the data items in the analysis. So the approximation implicitly de nes a relation between the concrete and the abstract semantics of the program.
Unfortunately, the operational semantics de ned above is not a useful basis for the analysis of logic programs. The reason is that for most purposes of program analysis, such as compiler optimisations, we need detailed information about what happens at each program point. Consider the idea of a logic program interpreter which answers queries by returning not only a set of answer constraints, but also a thoroughly annotated version of the program: For each program point x , it lists the constraints (projected onto the variables of the rule where x appears) obtained at x at some stage during evaluation of the given query. Since control may return to a program point many times during evaluation, each annotation is naturally a (possibly in nite) set of constraints. This idea leads to the notion of a collecting semantics, a semantics which gives very precise data ow information, but which is of course not nitely computable in general. However, if we replace the possibly in nite sets of constraints by more crude descriptions then we may obtain a data ow analysis which terminates in nite time. The aim of program analysis is, therefore, to take a program and goal and to annotate each program point x with an approximate description of the constraints which will be encountered at that point when the goal is executed. Though not very precise, this information tells us that given that the initial call to le has a ground second argument, every subsequent call to le will have a ground second argument, and all answers to le will have both arguments ground.
The collecting semantics, coll(P; G), returns a function which maps each program point in a program P to the set of constraints (projected onto the variables of the rule) which are encountered at that program point when executing goal G.
Correctness of data ow analysis is usually formalised in terms of abstract inter- An important feature of P. and R. Cousot's \adjoined" framework is that given an operation on the concrete domain, there is a (unique) best operation on the description domain which approximates it. Here \best" is with respect to precision. We shall refer to such \best" operations as the induced operations.
In the next two sections we will revise the two main approaches to abstract interpretation based analysis of (constraint) logic programs: goal-dependent analysis and goal-independent based analysis.
GOAL-DEPENDENT ANALYSIS
The top-down goal-dependent approach 1, 13, 16] is probably the most common approach to the analysis of (constraint) logic programs. In this section we will de ne a number of semantics that use this approach in terms of a general goal-dependent semantics.
This semantics is de ned implicitly in terms of the following ve functions on constraints. The function conj(E; E 0 ) \conjoins" two sets of constraints, E and E 0 , by producing all possible conjunctions. The function add(p; E) adds a primitive constraint, p, to each constraint in the set E. The function lub(E) collates a set of sets E }(Con) of constraints into a single set of constraints. The functions restrict(W; E) and extend(W; E) respectively restrict the constraints in the set E to the variables in set W and extend the range of the constraints in E to the variables in W.
conj(E; E 0 ) = fe^e 0 j e 2 E and e 0 2 E 0 g n ffalseg add(p; E) = conj(fpg; E) lub(E) = S E restrict(W; E) = f9 W e j e 2 Eg extend(W; E) = E We de ne the standard semantics in terms of a \general goal-dependent" semantics. This provides a useful skeleton for some of the subsequent semantic de nitions as well. In this way, the same set of semantic equations can be used to de ne a \stan-dard" semantics, as well as a series of non-standard semantics, that is, data ow analyses 16].
The rst equation says that, given program P, the meaning of a goal G is the description obtained by treating G as a rule body. The description true D denotes D (ftrueg). For simplicity, we assume that the analysis starts with true D as the initial calling pattern. Although it is straightforward to modify the semsntics to start from an arbitrary calling pattern, we prefer not to do it so as to maintain a high degree of congruence between the concrete and the abstract semantics.
Rule bodies are treated according to the two equations for Body. For an empty body, the current description is returned. A non-empty body has its literals processed one by one, from left to right. In the case of a primitive constraint, processing simply means \adding" it to the current constraint. Otherwise it is an atom, and the result is found by collating all possible results returned from the entire set of rules. However, care must be exercised to ensure that descriptions only involve local variables. When an atom \calls" a rule, the current description is restricted so as to mention only the calling atom's variables (last equation). Then, upon return, the resulting description is combined with the original unconstrained call description (third last equation). For this to be possible, it is usually necessary to know the entire set of variables in the calling rule, and the parameter W records this.
To nd the result of a rule H B in the context of a current description D, the description is rst extended to include all rule variables. The extended description is input to the body B, and the corresponding description is the result of the rule, after suitable restriction.
In the general semantics there is an implicit global variable which is the function mapping program points to their set of descriptions. This function is modi ed by the call annotate(pp(L); D) which takes the least upper bound 1 of the description D and the current description of the program point pp(L) before the literal L. For simplicity, we assume that each literal and end of the clause (nil) is uniquely associated with a program point. This could be formalised using an extra argument in all functions and modifying the functions so that they also return the annotation function. We have chosen not to do so because it confuses the essence of the semantics 2 . Note that we regard the general goal-dependent semantics as returning this annotation function.
The general semantic equations together with the parametric functions specify a data ow analysis. The analysis can be implemented using memoization or tabulation. The least xpoint is reached via the Kleene sequence and in which only those values of a denotation actually required are computed. In such an implementation termination is guaranteed, provided the number of constraint descriptions with a particular domain of variables is nite and the calls are treated modulo variable renaming. A number of generic abstract interpretation engines based on essentially the above semantic equations have been built, for example 19, 15, 14] . The engines provide sophisticated xpoint algorithms and data structures. Note that the possible sharing approximated by the pairs XX; XY; AA and BB in the above description, is in fact not possible.
For simplicity, the standard semantics has been the approach used in the theoretical de nition of many abstract domains and analyses. In contrast, most implementations have used a more accurate and/or e cient, but more complex, de nition of abstract combination. This is because in practice, safety of the analysis does not require the abstract combination operation comb D (W; D; W 0 ; D 0 ) to be de ned in terms of a general abstract conjunction operation. Correctness of the implementation de nition is based on a deeper understanding of the relationship between D and D 0 .
Imagine that we are evaluating the atom A after a program point with associated constraint set E in the standard collecting semantics. On return from A we will call comb(W; E; vars(A); E 0 ) where E 0 has been obtained by rst restricting E to vars(A), adding constraints, and then restricting back to vars(A). In other words, for some set of constraints E 00 (those added by evaluating A), E 0 = conj(restrict(vars(A); E); restrict(vars(A); E 00 )):
For correctness it su ces that the abstract operation comb is correct for this particular use|it does not need to safely approximate conj(E 1 ; E 2 ) for arbitrary E 1 and E 2 .
Note that E 0 already contains all the information about the variables in A, and the role of the combination is just to extend this information to the rest of variables We can modify our standard semantics so that it is de ned in terms of a combine operation satisfying the above condition, rather than in terms of conjunction. This formalises the approach taken in some of the implementations of common domains such as Sharing (set sharing), ASub (pair sharing), and Def (de niteness dependencies), as for example, those embedded in PLAI 19] and GAIA 15].
De nition 3.4. The specialised semantics, spec D , is identical to the standard semantics except that the abstract combination comb D is replaced by comb spec D which is required to be safe. The specialised semantics induced for D is the semantics obtained by inducing the auxiliary functions from add, lub, restrict, restrict and extend respectively, and using the least comb spec D which is safe. In general, for a given description domain the specialised semantics will always be correct and at least as precise as the standard semantics. The result with the specialised semantics is more accurate than that obtained with the standard semantics as it does not contain the pairs XX and Y Y . Even more importantly, because the de nition of comb spec SS does not require examining paths of arbitrary length, the specialised semantics can be computed more e ciently than the standard semantics. For the program and goal from Example 3.1 no improvement is obtained.
The specialised abstract combination function can also take advantage of cases where the return description D 0 invalidates information in the call. For upwards closed domains such as SS this is only possible with built-ins and other non-logicals, but for non-upwards closed domains it can occur without them. At 1 and 3 the description is fXY; XAg. After the built-in at 4 , the description is fXY g since the XA sharing is not possible. Upon return, the description at 2 using the standard approach is again fXY; XA; XX; Y Y; Y Ag, while the specialised combination yields fXY g. . The lub of these two descriptions is ;; ;]. Using the standard approach, the description at 2 is ;; fXY g]. Using specialised combination, the pair XY can be removed since it does not appear in the lub description.
GOAL-INDEPENDENT BASED ANALYSIS
In goal-dependent analysis, the answers to a literal can be computed several times, once for each di erent abstract calling pattern. This re-computation can increase the accuracy but also reduce the e ciency of the approach. Goal-independent based analysis avoids this problem by noticing that in the operational semantics, if E is the set of answers to the goal G, then the set of answers to e^G is just add(e; E) 11].
For program analysis, this means that when nding the answers to an atom A for a particular calling pattern of constraints, E, we can rst nd the answers, E 0 , to A for the calling pattern ftrueg, and then conjoin E with E 0 to give the answers for the calling pattern E. This has the advantage that we only need to compute the answers to each atom in the program for one calling pattern; the answers to other calling patterns can be obtained from this by a simple conjunction. The disadvantage is that we now need two phases in the analysis: a rst phase to compute the answers to each atom for true D , and a second, goal-dependent, phase which uses this information to annotate the program for a given goal. This approach to program analysis is formalised in the following semantic equations. . If this is analysed using the goal-independent based approach with the simple groundness descriptions used in Example 2.1 we obtain in the rst phase that the answers to le(X; Z) are described by ;. In the second phase we will compute the annotations 1 = fY g 2 = fY; Xg 3 = fY g 4 = fY; Zg 5 = fY; Zg: Annotations 1 ; 2 ; 3 and 4 are computed as in the standard goal-dependent analysis. Annotation 5 is computed by conjoining the answer information for le(X; Z) with the calling pattern at 4 . That is, at 5 we have conj gnd (fY; Zg; ;) = fY; Zg ; = fY; Zg:
Note that the standard semantics nds that X is ground at 5 . The goal-independent approach does not nd this because of the weak description of the answers to le(X; Z).
At rst glance, it seems clear that the goal-independent based approach to analysis will be more e cient but less accurate than the goal-dependent approach. For this reason, when Jacobs and Langen 11] proposed this method (referred to as condensation) they focused on de ning the characteristics that the abstract domain functions should satisfy in order not to lose accuracy.
Codish et al. 3 ] conducted empirical testing on a variant of the approach de ned above. They determined the relative e ciency of the goal-independent based approach versus the specialised goal-dependent approach on three di erent domains. Their results indicated that relative e ciency depended on the domain and the number of di erent calling patterns to each atom. The accuracy for domains which do not satisfy all the required characteristics was usually decreased by the method. The few cases in which accuracy was improved were attributed to the change in the order in which constraints are analysed.
However, the relationship between the e ciency and precision of the two approaches is more complex. It is clear from Example 4.1 that the goal-dependent approach can be more accurate. However, the goal-independent based approach may also be more accurate, and, in a certain sense, is inherently more accurate.
The rst point to note is that the concrete goal-independent based semantics is as accurate as the collecting semantics. This is because the rst phase of the semantics is exactly the S-semantics 8] which has been shown to be equivalent to the operational semantics. In program analysis this problem is exacerbated because for many description domains adding a description twice is very di erent to adding it once. The following example illustrates that real analysis domains su er a large loss of precision. In such circumstances, the goal-independent based approach will be more precise than the standard or specialised goal-dependent semantics. This is con rmed by the experimental results reported in Section 8. Again we will ignore variable Z for simplicity. Using the SS domain and the goalindependent semantics we obtain in the rst phase that the answer to q(X; Y ) is just the empty set. In the annotation phase, we again have fXA; Y B; XY g at 1 and fXY g at 3 and 4 . The result at 2 is given by conj SS (fXA; Y B; XY g; ;) = fXA; Y B; XY g: This is more accurate than the descriptions obtained with either the standard or specialised goal-dependent approaches. Accuracy was lost in the goal-dependent approaches because the input to the call to q, fXY g, could not be distinguished from new structure sharing that may have arisen in the call.
In the following sections we look at methods to combine the goal-independentbased and goal-dependent approaches so as to further improve precision.
IMPROVING GOAL-INDEPENDENT BASED ANALYSIS
As seen in the previous section, in order to use goal-independent analysis information to annotate a program, a separate annotation phase is required. This annotation phase has similarities with a goal-dependent analysis, but it only calculates calling pattern information in terms of the goal-independent answer information. It never uses the information generated in annotating the program to provide (possibly more accurate) answer information.
We can do this by simply replacing the annotation phase in the goal-independent based analysis by a goal-dependent analysis which uses both the goal-independent and goal-dependent answers to determine the result of calling an atom. The greatest lower bound of the two answers is used to obtain a more accurate result. To de ne such an approach we only need change the de nition of Atom in the general goaldependent semantics to make use of the goal-independent information. Note that a rst phase is still required to compute the goal-independent information. noticed that with little additional work, the annotation phase of a goal-independent based analysis could become a simpli ed form of goal-dependent analysis. For each call, they used either the goal-independent or the goal-dependent information to compute the answer rather than both as in the gigd semantics. In essence, they chose to use goal-independent answer information only for recursive atoms with calling patterns that had previously been encountered. Hence they in e ect short-circuited the evaluation of recursive goals. The reason for doing this was to maintain the accuracy of goal-dependent analysis as far as possible while keeping the e ciency of goal-independent based analyses for recursive predicates. This contrasts with the gigd semantics which performs both goal-dependent and goalindependent analysis to nd the answers to each call. This gives better accuracy at the cost of some e ciency.
SIMPLE DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
The gigd semantics is one approach to the combination of goal-dependent and goal-independent based approaches. Because of its two phase nature, it can be viewed as a modi cation of the goal-independent based approach. In the next two sections we propose di erent approaches that, while still taking advantage of the goal-independent information, do not require two phases, and thus can be viewed as a modi cation of the goal-dependent approach.
We begin by describing the simple di erential approach which performs goalindependent based analysis in a goal-dependent framework. In this approach, descriptions are kept in two components|a description of the call to the rule, D in , and a description of the new constraints which have been added while processing the rule, D . The description of the current program point is obtained by conjoining these descriptions together. The idea is the following. Assume that the analysis is processing the rule and the goal g(X; Y; Z). In the concrete di erential semantics we will have hftrueg; ftruegi at 1 indicating that the calling constraint was ftrueg and that no constraints have been added so far. We will conjoin these to give ftrueg which is the \in" component of the call to p. Thus the description at 4 and at 6 is hftrueg; ftruegi. Processing X = a adds the constraint to the \di " component. Thus, the description at 5 is hftrueg; fX = agi. Similarly, the description at 7 is hftrueg; fY = agi. On return from p we lub these together, giving hftrueg; fX = a; Y = agi. This gives hftrueg; fX = a; Y = agi at 2 because conj(ftrueg; fX = a; Y = ag) = fX = a; Y = ag: Projecting onto X, Y and Z gives fX = a; Y = ag so this is the call to r(X; Y; Z). Thus at 8 we have hfX = a; Y = ag; ftruegi. Processing r we add the constraint Y = Z to the \di " component giving hfX = a; Y = ag; fY = Zgi. On return from r, we combine hftrueg; fX = a; Y = agi with hfX = a; Y = ag; fY = Zgi.
The \in" component remains unchanged from 2 |indeed it never changes in a rule body. The \di " component is obtained by conjoining the two \di " components.
This gives the description hftrueg; fX = a^Y = Z; Y = a^Y = Zgi at 3 .
In the above example the simple di erential approach is more precise than the standard approach for the concrete domain and it gives the same result as the operational semantics. We shall see that this is always true. This is because the simple di erential semantics is equivalent to the goal-independent semantics in terms of answer information. This is due to the fact that the di erential component of the description exactly mimics a goal-independent analysis. Although they are essentially the same analysis, the goal-independent based analysis and the simple di erential di er slightly in what annotation they produce. This is because the order of conj and add operations is slightly changed. The annotations given by the goal-independent based and simple di erential semantics are given below, together with the conjunction of the di erential components. Because the only di erence between the annotation resulting from the goalindependent based semantics and the simple di erential semantics results from a di erent order of conjoining information, they are identical if the abstract operations give the same result regardless of order. The SS abstract domain is an example of an abstract domain which is order independent.
Proof of the following theorem relies on commutatiivity of the induced conjunction operator. The goal-independent analysis phase nds the answer to the goal p(X; Y ) is fXY g. Note that the resulting descriptions are more accurate than those obtained by the standard or specialised approaches since they do not contain AA and BB.
Because the concrete domain is order independent, we have the following corollary relating the concrete di erential semantics to the collecting semantics. Corollary 6.1. For all programs P and goals G concdi (P; G) = coll(P; G).
The di erential semantics is clearly less e cient than the goal-independent semantics in general because it performs the analysis part for the di erential components once for every new calling pattern that is generated rather than exactly once for each predicate. However, the di erential approach has many advantages. From an implementation viewpoint, it performs the analysis and annotation in a single phase rather than the two phases required by the goal-independent based approaches. Since it is de ned within the goal-dependent framework, an implementation for goal-dependent analysis can trivially be modi ed to provide a di erential analysis. From a theoretical viewpoint, it is easier to relate the steps in a di erential analysis to those in a standard goal-dependent analysis. Hence, as we shall shortly see, theorems relating the two approaches are easier to prove. Most importantly, because of its similar form to goal-dependent analysis it is easy to extend the di erential semantics to create more accurate analysis. This will be examined in the next section.
Jacobs and Langen 11] give su cient conditions, based on the characteristics of the abstract operations, which ensure that goal-independent analysis is as accurate as the standard top-down analysis. Since their semantics uses a di erent set of abstract operations, comparison is di cult. However, their conditions essentially correspond to the idempotence and associativity of conj D , and its distributivity over lub D , add D , restrict D and extend D . Therefore, if these conditions are met by the induced abstract operations, the above theorem implies that the di erential semantics is also more accurate than the standard semantics. These conditions are quite restrictive. The only useful domain we know of whose induced abstract operations satisfy the conditions is Pos 16] .
Owing to the straightforward link between the goal-dependent and di erential semantics, we can provide a di erent, less restrictive, set of conditions that ensure that the simple di erential (and hence the goal-independent) approach is uniformly more accurate than the standard goal-dependent approach. We show that the simple di erential semantics is more precise for \upwards closed" description domains where conjunction is associative. For example, although structure sharing SS does not satisfy the Jacobs and Langen conditions (conj SS is not distributive over lub SS ), the simple di erential semantics induced for SS is uniformly more accurate than the standard semantics. Because the associativity condition guarantees that the simple di erential semantics is identical to the goal-independent based semantics, the following theorem also extends the results of Jacobs and Langen. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.2 except for the point at which combination is performed. Consider the following program fragment:
..., 1 ,p(ṽ), 4 ,... p(ṽ):-B 1 : 2 p(ṽ):-B 2 : 3 We assume for simplicity that p is de ned by only two rules, the extension to an arbitrary number is straightforward. 
DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
Simple di erential analysis, introduced in the previous section, is a way of de ning a goal-independent analysis and annotation in a way that is closely related to a goal-dependent analysis. In this section we show how we can make use of the extra calling pattern information carried around by the di erential analysis to improve accuracy. The standard goal-dependent analysis for Asub produces the following annotations: Recall that, for the simple di erential analysis, the corresponding annotation at 2 is h ;; ;]; fXg; fYZg]i. Clearly the simple di erential approach loses signi cant accuracy by not taking calling pattern information regarding ground variables into account.
The above example motivates a less restrictive form of di erential analysis where some calling pattern information is allowed to appear in the di erential component. We will only require conj D (D in ; D ) to be a correct approximationof the constraints that can occur during program execution. This leads to a considerably more exible approach to di erential analysis. It is not di cult to show that any di erential semantics is correct.
Theorem 7.1. Let di D be a di erential semantics for description domain D. Then, for all programs P and goals G, di D (P; G) / coll(P; G).
Proof. Using standard abstract interpretation techniques, we can show that at each stage conj D (D in ; D ) describes the constraints collected in the operational semantics. 2 Clearly the simple di erential semantics is a special case of the di erential semantics. But we can also show that the standard goal-dependent semantics is a special case. 2 Ideally, the operation inrestrict D should be de ned so that calling pattern information that can improve accuracy is made part of the component, and no calling pattern informationthat can decrease accuracy by being combined with itself is part of the component. Conjunction of downwards closed information with itself not only cannot lose accuracy but may also gain accuracy. Therefore, this kind of information is a perfect candidate for inclusion in the di erential component. On the other hand, upwards closed information should not be included since it might yield a loss of accuracy when combined with itself.
By separating information in the description into two components we can combine the advantage of goal-dependent analysis (calling pattern information) with the advantage of goal-independent analysis (not combining the same information twice). Applying the di erential semantics we obtain the description h fXg; ;]; fXg; ;]i at 3 . Hence at 5 we obtain the description h fXg; ;]; fX; Y; Zg; ;]i and returning to 2 we obtain the completely accurate h ;; ;]; fX; Y; Zg; ;]i. Hence we do not lose any accuracy with respect to the standard goal-dependent semantics.
We can give conditions that ensure that a di erential semantics is uniformly more accurate than the simple di erential semantics. The de nition of a di erential semantics for ASub given in Example 7.2 satis es the conditions of the following theorem. In practice, a similar operation is performed in any decent implementation of an abstract domain which is de ned in terms of several components: whenever, as a result of an abstract operation, we determine that at least one component is ? (representing unreachability), the rest of the components can also be set to ?. For a di erential analysis in the concrete domain with calling pattern hfX = 3g; ftruegi at 4 , the description at 5 is hfX = 3g; fX < 0gi. This represents the constraint X = 3^X < 0 which is unsatis able, hence the point is not reachable. Di erential analysis, as de ned, does not yet notice the unreachability. It is at 6 , when determining the calling pattern for p(Z; X) that we conjoin the two components and detect unreachability. Therefore, the di erential analysis can ignore the remainder of the rule, eventually calculating the description at 3 as hftrueg; fX = 3^X > 0gi.
The goal-independent analysis phase cannot use calling pattern information. It calculates the xpoint for the goal p(X; Y ) as fX > 0; X < 0^Y > 1g and then obtains the answer fX = 3^X > 0g at 3 . Clearly this is less e cient and can lead to inaccuracies. We might imagine that, as de ned, a di erential approach can always be designed that is as least as accurate as both the specialised goal-dependent and goal-independent based approaches. Unfortunately, this is not the case because specialised semantics can take advantage of cases in which the return description invalidates information in the call. For the ASub abstract domain and using the (non-simple) di erential approach, the description is h ;; fXY g]; fXg; ;]i at 4 . Similarly, at 6 the description is h ;; fXY g]; fY g; ;]i. The lub of these two descriptions is h ;; fXY g]; ;; ;]i. Hence, at 2 we get h ;; ;]; ;;fXY g]i. As illustrated in Example 3.4, using the specialised goal-dependent approach, the pair XY is removed.
This example shows that, owing to the specialised combination, the specialised goal-dependent approach is sometimes more accurate than the di erential approach. So to achieve better accuracy we are interested in combining both approaches. One might expect that we could combine them directly, just by using the specialised combination rather than conjunction inside the di erential semantics as follows: The simple fused semantics induced for D is the semantics obtained by inducing the auxiliary functions from comb spec , conj, add, lub, restrict, restrict and extend respectively.
In e ect, this de nition executes both the simple di erential and the specialised approaches, yielding their greatest lower bound. It is therefore guaranteed to be as accurate as both of the approaches. It may be considered as an example of a product domain 5]. Again, in an abuse of notation, when comparing a fused semantics with some other semantics we will consider the annotations of the fused semantics to be only the last component of the tuple.
Because the di erential component in the simple fuse semantics is equivalent to the associated information obtained by a goal-independent based analysis, the sfuse semantics and the gigd are equivalent. At last, we are now in a position to de ne our last semantics for analysis. This is the fused semantics, fuse, which fuses any di erential semantics with any goaldependent semantics. In particular by using a more accurate di erential semantics together with the specialised semantics we can create a fused semantics which is uniformly more accurate than the gigd semantics.
The gigd and fuse semantics are highly related. They di er only in the method in which they attempt to reduce loss of accuracy that results from combining information with itself. The fuse approach inherits the advantages and disadvantages compared to the gigd approach that the di erential approach has compared to the goal-independent based approach. Using fuse can be more accurate than using gigd, but possibly slower since in e ect di erential computations may repeat steps performed only once in goal-independent analysis.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we experimentally compare the e ciency and accuracy of the di erent analysis methods discussed in the previous sections, for two di erent abstract domains: SS and ASub. The following versions of the abstract domains have been integrated in the general goal-dependent top-down semantics: the standard goaldependent semantics (referred to as std in the tables), specialised goal-dependent semantics (spec), simple di erential semantics (sdi ). We have also implemented the (non-simple) di erential version (di ) for ASub described in Example 7.2, that is, the groundness information is also included in the di erential component. Finally, for each abstract domain we have implemented a fused semantics, sfuse for SS and fuse (based on di ) for Asub.
All these analysers have been integrated in the PLAI framework 19], in which a specialised version for ASub was already available. The reliability of the comparison is based on the fact that, for each abstract domain, the di erent versions have been implemented in such a way that they reuse the abstract functions from the standard version.
Also, for both SS and ASub, we have implemented the followinggoal-independent based semantics: gi: implements a goal-dependent phase in which the answer to a particular call Call is computed by abstractly conjoining Call and the answer provided by the goal-independent phase. cod: implements a goal-dependent phase based on the approach of Codish et al. 3] , that is, goal-independent information is only used for computing the answers to recursive predicates, the rest being computed using the specialised goal-dependent semantics. gigd: implements the gigd semantics in which both goal-dependent and goalindependent information are used to nd the answers to each (recursive or non-recursive) call.
These semantics and the goal-independent phase have been implemented by suitably modifying PLAI.
For the evaluation we have selected a wide set of benchmarks which have been traditionally used in the evaluation of analysers 3 . These benchmarks have been For each benchmark, the information shown is the following: the rst column (spec) shows the analysis times in milliseconds 4 for the analyser using the specialised version; the remaining columns except the last show the ratios of analysis time for various techniques compared to that of spec; the last column shows the ratio of the time taken by the goal-independent phase versus that of spec, which a ects the goal-independent based analysers. The last row indicates the arithmetic mean of the ratios.
The results from the e ciency evaluation show that the time penalty for the more sophisticated methods, compared with the traditional approach, rarely exceeds 50%, and sometimes they are actually faster. In particular, the specialised goal-dependent method is almost uniformly faster than the traditional approach.
Of the equally precise sdi and gi, the latter is typically faster.
The accuracy results for SS and ASub are given in Tables 8.3 (Pairs). Obviously, the more linear variables and the fewer pairs, the more exact the information. Similar information is shown for the abstract domain ASub in Tables 8.4 and 8.5. In addition, the number of program variables which are known to be ground is also shown for ASub in Table 8 .4. For the benchmarks chosen, the results obtained by gigd for both SS and ASub are uniformly better than the rest. We will take advantage of this fact for improving readability: the results for the rest of analysers will only appear if they are di erent from those obtained by gigd. Also, columns labelled with more than one analyser mean that the results for those analysers are identical and they are thus shown in just one column. As expected, the experiments con rm that spec is uniformly more accurate than std for both SS and ASub. While in SS accuracy is improved for ann, rdtok, and read, in ASub the results of std and spec are identical except for progeom. The improvements observed in the mentioned benchmarks for SS do not carry to ASub because the variables involved are already ground and have thus disappeared from the abstraction. In the case of progeom, its information is also improved by spec for SS for some particular calling patterns, but the collapsing of the information masks this fact in the nal results. The most common improvement observed is the accurate inference of linear information. This is mainly due to the combination of a calling pattern including the sharing XY between linear variables X and Y , with an answer which also includes the pair XY but still has X and Y as linear variables. This happens in progeom and read, and from this, std loses further accuracy. In ann, the loss of accuracy is due to the combination of a calling pattern which contains a pair XY and an answer which contains XY and Y Z but not XZ. While std infers the pair XZ, spec is able to eliminate such a spurious pair.
The results of comparing spec and the various di erential versions are more involved and signi cantly depend on the abstract domain. With ASub, spec is usually more accurate thanks to groundness propagation. This happens in ann, bid, browse, grammar, hanoiapp, occur, rdtok, serialize, tak, and warplan. In all these benchmarks, accuracy is recovered when groundness information is included in the di erential component, as it can be observed by the results of di . However, there is is also a case in which sdi yields considerably stronger sharing information than spec, namely boyer. In this case, sdi takes advantage of the change in the order of the analysis in a piece of code which performs backwards groundness propagation. The cases of qplan and progeom are more involved. In qplan groundness propagation improves the accuracy of std and spec with respect to that of sdi . This is noticeable by the results provided by di . However, sdi also betters the accuracy of spec in some places. As a result, the number of pairs inferred by fuse is better than those of spec, sdi and di . The case of progeom is similar: both spec and sdi achieve improvements, thus the results of fuse are When the goal-independent based analyses are taken into account, we observe that while the results of gigd are always identical to those of fuse or sfuse, the results of gi are identical to those of sdi . This con rms the theoretical results obtained in the previous sections. It also con rms that, although theoretically it is possible for sdi and fuse to obtain better results than gi and gigd, respectively, thanks to the propagation of unreachability (?), such improvement is uncommon in practice for the domains under study. However, in domains which yield a higher percentage of ?, such as those including freeness, types, and so on, such ?-propagation is likely to signi cantly improve the results of di and fuse. Regarding the results obtained by cod for ASub, we can conclude that, while the availability of the specialised combination allows it to improve its results with respect to sdi in some cases (bid, grammar, progeom, and qplan), adding information twice makes it lose accuracy in some other cases (ann, boyer, and browse). The latter problem becomes more important in SS, owing to the lack of groundness propagation.
We conclude that the relative merits of the various approaches depend on the abstract domain. For the domains studied here, and weighing both e ciency and accuracy, gi appears to be very useful for SS, while di gives good results for ASub. For cases where accuracy is the main concern, notice that fuse never appears to be excessively expensive.
OTHER APPLICATIONS
The example analyses considered in the previous sections may not do full justice to a di erential approach. When we consider analysis of more sophisticated languages, or complex applications of the analysis information, the characteristics of a di erential approach can become invaluable. We brie y present two examples.
In the analysis of programs with dynamic scheduling 10], the behaviour of the delayed atoms is approximated by a function from descriptions to descriptions. This function provides the connection between the variables currently being analysed and those over which delayed atoms are de ned. Whenever a new constraint is analysed, the function must be evaluated upon the resulting constraint description, so that the e ect of awakening delayed atoms is correctly included in the description. In a typical evaluation of a function, the delayed atoms only a ect a small subset of the variables involved. This information is transmitted to the current set of variables through a long chain of operations which include combination. Therefore, a signi cant part of the information which has not changed will be combined with itself, possibly many times, throughout the chain. Since a di erential approach need only combine new information, it can obtain more accurate results than those obtained using other approaches to combination. Note that it is only the evaluation of the function that needs to be performed in a di erential manner; the analysis of literals which do not delay can follow the standard approach, if desired. Since the calling pattern information is required to determine when delayed atoms wake, we cannot use a goal-independent approach to obtain a comparable method.
The second example considers a particular application of the information inferred by abstract interpretation: automatic parallelisation based on a posteriori conditions. In this model, two goals g 1 and g 2 can be executed in parallel, for constraint store c if every partial answer of hc; g 1 i is consistent with those of hc; g 2 i 9]. At the abstract level, let D 1 and D 2 describe the partial answers of hc; g 1 i and hc; g 2 i, respectively. Then, the condition stated above is satis ed if the abstract conjunction of D 1 and D 2 is de nitely satis able. Unfortunately, in both the standard and specialised semantics, D 1 and D 2 describe constraints which are equal or stronger than c. Hence, in most cases their abstract conjunction will not be de nitely satis able. f X = g we cannot ensure that such condition is satis ed, since their abstract conjunction f X = ; X = g describes unsatis able constraints such as X = 3^X = 2. On the other hand, using a di erential approach D in = f X = g, D 1 = D 2 = ;, and the condition holds.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The present paper has investigated a variety of approaches to abstract interpretation of (constraint) logic programs, including di erential methods. On the theoretical side we have arrived at a better understanding of goal-dependent and goal-independent based program analysis and their relative precision. We have introduced two approaches which theoretically are more accurate than either: the goal-independent goal-dependent (gigd) framework and the fused framework. Implementors should also consider the issues raised in this paper carefully. Our empirical evaluation has shown that for very little additional implementation e ort, a signi cant improvement in accuracy with small e ciency overhead can be achieved by using the di erential approach.
